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The ACROPOLIS
Letter Men Entertained
On Friday evening, December 12. Coach and Mrs. Russell T. Wilson
entertained the letter men of the football squad with an elaborate, seven
o'clock dinner.
The color scheme of the decorations was tastefully carried out in poinsettias, holly and smilax.
The order of sitting was by artistic place-cards, embossed with a gold
football. The cards contained the names of the football team, the score
of all games played this season, and the menu.
The men who enjoyed the pleasant affair were: Captain Chambers,
Brownell, Cammack, Cook, Finch, Findlay, Lewis, Mason, Newlin, Stone,
Hunt, Douglas, Sydnor, Coach Perry, and Mr. DAule.
Miss Lucile Wilson and Mr. Bailey Howard entertained during the
dinner hour with piano and vocal selections which added greatly to the enjoyment of those present.
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Harness Made to Order

For Light (1 Heavy
Harness made to order, Whips, Robes, BlanKets
etc., go to

The Whittier Implement Co.

The Latest Fall Styles
in Hats and Caps, Nobby Shirts (
NecKwear. Complete line of Knit
Coats and Sweaters. 106 W. Philadelphia St., Just east of P. E. Station

M. H. FRIIEBEL,

Popular Priced Tailoring

Matteson's MusicIGift Shop
School Supplies and Stationery
See our Line of Christmas Gifts

214 E. Philadelphia Street, Whittier

Everything in the Sporting Goods line. We handle
the celebrated Reach Line
---nothing better on the
marKet.

Farmers Nc{w.(a Paint Co.

ACROPOLIS
We have a complete
Line of

Watches
ClocKs
Cut Glass
Jewelry
and
Silverware
Suitable for Xmas gifts. Welcome
to inspect our line before you buy

South
J. N. WOOLARD, 105
Greenleaf

B. W. SUTPNEN

(Naberdasher
Designer and builder of men's fine clothes to order. Exclusive styles in fine hats and nec1wear.

Phone 255; Res. 140. 110 E. Philadelphia Street, Whittier

The Central Cafe
109 W. Philadelphia Street, Whittier
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Let's Swap
The proper thing to do when you have
something you don't want, is to swap it for something you do want.
Now we have a fine stocK of Lumber and
Building Material which we would liKe to swap
for good U. S. Gold Coin.
If you've got "mun" let's swap, even up.
We carry everything in lumber, lath, shingles, lime, cement, plaster, sash, doors, etc., and
can give you positively the most and best in
trade for your dollars.
Always glad to give you estimates.

BARR LUMBER
COMPANY
The Central Yard
119 N. Milton Ave.

Phone 47

You do not Know ho w m a n y sensible
Christmas gifts we can sell you until you visit
our store.
Bring in the whole family and see if we
haven't something that will please everyone of
them.
Your friends will appreciate some useful,
sensible present --- such aswe can sell you
much more than a fancy trifle that will soon
be worthless.

Whittier Hardware Co.
114-16 S. Greenleaf Ave.
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The. First National Bank
Men who run the affairs of this Bank:
F.W. Hadley, President;
John Crook, Vice-Pres.;
H. L. Perry, Cashier.
Directors: O.H. Barr.

A.Jacobs, A. C. Maple,
Geo. Sargent, Dr.W.V.
CoIi, F. W.Hadley,
Charles Sanderson, John
Crook, Truman Berry.

NOWis the

time

TO OPEN
AN ACCOUNT

LAM OR & HAMILTON
H. E. MORRIS, Manager

Confectioners
Collegian Chocolates
Assorted Flavors. (Fancy B0
Trade a Specialty. 4lHome-made
Candies, Fresh Daily. 4J. Light
Lunches.

Popular retreat for college men
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RELATION OF A LIBERAL EDUCATION TO LIFE
Samuel Nagata, '16
What is meant by a liberal education? It is difficult to give
a definition of this term, because different writers have had
and still have different ideas of it. Before we attempt to define the term let us consider its original meaning. The word
liberal comes from Latin liheralis, which means free from narrowness, catholic, ample, comprehensive, or general. The
word education comes from the Latin verb educare, which
signifies to lead out,, to cultivate, to train the mind. From'
these we now define the term as "a process of cultivation and
training of the mind" and the extensive acquisition of knowledge embracing literature and the sciences generally.
The purpose of the liberal education is, in the general sense,
the development of the whole nature of man—physical, intellectual and moral—through special processes of training. - It
differs from the technical education, the ai mof which is a definite professional study, and therefore more intensive. On the
contrary a liberal education gives intellectual culture and furthermore develops the physical and moral powers. Some
people wish to exclude the moral education from the liberal,
but it is a great mistake. While man is a divine natural being
it is impossible to separate the one from the other two. So
long as man is such a being, the liberal education should develop all these energies.
Life is a serious problem—not a dream or a thing of the
imagination. Why is it that so many prove failures in attempting to meet the affairs of life? There coudl be several
reasons besides the lack of a liberal education, but the absence
of this training is the vital cause for it. One's life is just like
that of a soldier on the battle line. If he goes there without
good discipline, his defeat is certain. And the same is true
in the battle of life if we go into it without thorough preparation.
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HIS FAILING
Jack Weston sat upon the front steps of Mrs. Edwards'
summer cottage, his arms clasped around his legs and his
chin resting upon his knees. He gazed absently across the
glistening expanse of ocean in front of him and at intervals
puffed slowly on a short curved-stem pipe. A half grown bull
pup that was romping back and forth on the piazza sought
vainly to entice him into its frolic by tugging at his sleeve,
and then fell to tearing into bits the morning paper which he
had idly cast aside. The waves, as though entreating him to
join their frolic, raced high noon the white sand, and bursting
with a loud roar slipped quickly back to gather strength for a
fresh onslaught. The morning breeze blowing over the bay
brought with it a fresh, vigorous odor that stirs the blood and
quickens the pulse; but all was lost upon the dejected, brooding figure on the steps.
Mrs. Edwards was giving a house party to a small crowd
of young people at her cottage on Emerald Beach. Jack
Weston had accepted the invitation for only one reason—he
knew that Julia Mills would be there. They had known each
other in college, and there they formed an intimate friendship
which on Jack's part had ripened into love. Last evening he
had asked her to go strolling along the beach.. He had not
intended to tell her of his love, but once as he took her hand
to helD her over a rough place her foot slipped on a sharp
stone and she fell forward in his farms. All resolutions were
forgotten and before he could stop he had told her all.
"Jack," she said slowly, when he had finished, "when you
were in college you were always full of le and energy—
always the leader in every sport, and I used to dream big
dreams for you and look forward to the time when you would
accomplish great things. But what have you done in these
five years? Nothing. Like a will-o'-the-wisp you have flitted
here and there and have accomplished nothing. Your greatest
fault in college, Jack, was your passion for taking chances, and
I fear you have not overcome that failing yet. No, I can never
marry a man whose aim is so unstable."
Weston turned and gazed across the restless surf, over
which the full moon, breaking through a rift of clouds, made a
silver pathway. And like the moon across the waters his
thoughts sped back along the pathway of his memory, recounting the wasted years. He knew that Julia had in a
great measure spoken truly, but he did not tell her that he
had at last found the thing which he was best fitted to do,
and had that day received a letter from a leading magazine
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informing him of the acceptance of his latest story. That
she had named his great fault he well knew. To take a
chance was with him a passion, and this passion had led him
into gambling early in his college course. Skillful at cards,
he would invariably over-bid his hand, and though he lost,
the keen excitement of the competition repaid him his loss.
He had played quarter on his college team and always at a
critical moment the mania of hazard would sieze him, and he
would often stake all on one long desperate chance, sometimes
losing, sometimes winning, but always invoking upon his head
the wrath of the coach. Upon leaving college he had inherited
quite a fortune from an uncle, and had sunk it in a hole down
in Mexico which he had, believed would produce silver. At•
last he discovered that he was endowed with an unusual
imaginative and observing mind, and from his vast store of
experience he could picture life in a very real way. And in
so doing he had found the thing which he firmly believed was
his mission.
At length he, turned to the girl who had seated herself
nearby on a rock.
"It is true then," he said tensely, "that Ralph Withers—"
"It is true that Mr. Withers has asked me to marry him,"
she interrupted, "but I haven't given him an answer."
"Then there's a chance—"
"Now I'm sure you haven't overcome your fault," laughed
the girl..
'
The sound of laughter causedJack to awake from his
reverie, and he turned to see several of the guests coming
upon the veranda. Julia and Withers were among them, and
as she passed him she gave him a frank, cordial smile. Withers
greeted him with a smile also, and Jack thought it contained
just a touch of malicious triumph. He watched the pair as
they sauntered slowly to the small pier in front of the cottage,
saw Withers untie one of the rowboats, help Julia in, and with
deft, strong stroke, head the craft over the glistening water
across the bay.
Meanwhile a spirited discussion was taking place among the
rest of the crowd who were lounging on the steps, as to the
program of the day. Some wished to follow the line of least
resistance and sun themselves upon the sand or possibly take
a swim, but the majority favored a tramp up the beach.
Billy Harris, an ambitious young lawyer who had just re(Continued on page 31)
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Another football season has come and gone, but the championship banner does not grace Whittier's walls. Nevertheless, there is a strong feeling in the college that Whittier has
gained a victory this season in a very large measure. Heretofore it has been the custom for, the larger colleges to dictate
the terms and conditions of the games and officials to Whittier,
which circumstances forced her to accept, but this year our
college has won a reputation which has made it possible for
her to declare and maintain her independence in these matters,
and henceforth we are to be assured that Whittier College will
secure her just rights and privileges in all athletic arrangerrangements.
Each year Whittier has been putting a stronger team in the
field, and that means that next year we are going to have a,
stronger team than ever before. It is the opinion of many
that Whittier's defeat this year was due to a lack of men
rather than to the quality, of their work, for to shift the line-up
to any extent meant to weaken the team; and Whittier did
not have from twenty-five to thirty men of almost equal ability
as did her opponents. However, there is no need of apology.
Whittier fought hard and played good, clean football. There's
another season coming, and Whittier is coming back with that
same tenacity and determination that has always characterized the "Poets."
Coach Wilson is certainly to be congratulated upon his excellent work this past season, despite his handicap by lack of
material. We are also very proud of the fact that no official
has ever found it necessary to put him off the field or penalize
for side line coaching.
For the first time in many years the Student Body of Whittier College is out of debt, due to the large football receipts.
Let us be careful in regard to the financial affairs of this body'
hereafter and avoid the repetition of such a misfortune.
Whittier College is very fortunate in having associated with
it an organization which is vitally interested in all things
which tend toward th' welfare of the college. This organization is known as "The Ladies' Auxiliary," and Whittier College
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stands indebted to it for many improvements in the buildings
and on the campus.
Since the erection of the girls' dormitory, the students have
been greatly inconvenienced, particularly in rainy weather, by
the very poor walk connecting the dormitory and the Hall of
Letters, and the walk leading from the dormitory to Berkeley
Way. Although this need has been keenly felt for several
years it remained for the Ladies" Auxiliary to take the initiative and originate some method of raising the necessary funds.
This difficulty was met in a very unique manner. The married
ladies of the Auxiliary contested with the unmarried, ladies in
securing honorary members among the men of the town and
the college. A sufficient sum of money was thus raised and it
is very gratifying to know that the young men of the college
responded loyally.
During the Thanksgiving holidays a cement walk was constructed from the main building to the girls' dormitory, and
thence by a graceful curve through the pines to Berkeley Way.
A long felt want has been gratified, and at a very opportune
time, owing to the Y. W. C. A. Conference which brought a
large number of visitors from the other colleges. The student
body is unanimous in voicing its appreciation of this service.
Whittier College received inestimable benefit during the
recent Y. W. C. A. Conference in many different lines. The
meetings were a source of help and inspiration to all, and the
Conference was doubly, fortunate in securing some very interesting and forceful speakers.
From the standpoint of the young ladies of the Y. W.
who planned for the entertainment of the visitors it was a
splendid success. Some were no doubt appalled at the idea
of planning for about three times their number, but the spirit
with which they met all difficulties was indomitable and the
smoothness with which all plans were executed is but another
evidence of that oft referred to "Whittier Spirit."
Another good realized was the feeling of friendshin and
understanding brought about by the social intercourse of the
young ladies of the various institutions represented. Such
gatherings cannot help but foster a feeling of unity and closer
sympathy, and there is no doubt but that every young lady
who attended this Conference went home with a warm place
in her heart for the city of Whittier and its college.
The junior class which catered for the Conference disproved the theory of "the impossible" and agreeably surprised
(Continued on page 35)
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The Kansas City Student Volunteer Convention.
This great convention which comes every four years, is to
be held December 31 to January 4 at Kansas City, .Missouri.
Students from practically every college and university in the
United States and Canada will be present. Whittier and
have two delegates there who hope to get much of the inspiration and gain the vision of a great gathering like this and
then be able to live out and give out a part and the whole if
possible, to those who "stay by the stuff."
WEEK OF PRAYER.
The Associations met in joint meetings every morning of
the week of prayer from November 9-16. These meetings
were a great help to the students and the influence of them will
extend through the whole student body. The different leaders for the week were Mrs. Mabel Douglas, Gale Seaman, Elma
Marshburn, Bruce, Douglas, Verne, Buck and Charles Sydnor.
We were greatly pleased to have Gale Seaman with us for the
first time this year. He was full of enthusiasm for the Kansas
City Convention, and brought a very inspiring message.
Y. W. C. A. CONFERENCE
December 5, 6 and 7 marked one of the most successful
events in the history of the Young Woman's Christian Association of Whittier College when the largest annual Southern
California Student Y. W. C. A. conference in Y. W. C. A. history was held in our college,. The arrangements that had been
made for the delegates were carried out almost exactly as
planned and it proved a great success for Whittier College
and a benefit to the community.
The guests began to arrive Friday evening and the reception committee took them. immediately to the Bungalow of
the Friends church, where the first reetins and rnc+fnn
took place. A little later a supper was served in the church
basement to about sixty of the cabinet members. The young
ladies found their places at the tables by place cards showing
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the schcol monograms and the committee position. After
discussing the problems which confront the associations of
the different schools the cabinet conference, which was led
by Miss Elsie Jones of the Los Angeles Normal, adjourned
and the girls were taken to the various homes that had been
so hospitably opened to them.
Saturday at 10 a. in. the general conference opened in the
college auditorium with devotionals led by Mrs. 0. Shepard
Barnum, the conference chairman. After a brief prayer President Newlin welcomed the guests to our midst.
Mrs.' Barnum introduced the conference theme, "Power
;Acquired and Applied," in very fitting words and then turned
the meeting over to the speakers who treated the subject
under three heads. Miss Caruline B. Dow, dean of the National Training School of the V. W. C. A., presented the theme
from the standpoint of the "Right Vocation." She emphasized
the fact that the Y. W. C. A. aims' to do "for every girl what
she needs most, next"-and urged us to strive toward that end.
Miss Isabelle Laughlin, the student secretary of the Presbyterian Woman's &ard, spoke in a very prayerful way of the
importance of "Personal Relationship with God." Miss Mary
Bentley, our new secretary, told of the trend toward worldwide interests and urged the associations to do their part in
breaking down the barriers that prevent the suread of universal Christian work. After brief committee conferences the
members of the conference went to the Woman's Club House
where the Junior Class had provived for them an excellent
banquet. Among the pleasant features of the banquet were the
place cards prepared by the Pomona girls, each having on it a
picture of Miss Bentley, the honor guest. There were three
ttasts—a welcome by Margaret Painter of Pomona, a re•
sponse by Miss Bentley, and a toast to "Asiloniar" by Edith
Hazlett of Occidental.
Just before the afternoon session Miss Schooley gave
some lantern slides on "Asilomar" which made every girl store
in her heart a hopeful desire to attend the conference there
next August. In the afternoon Miss Rose Smith presided and
we had a very able address by the Rev. John Balcom Shaw,
D. D., of the Emanuel Presbyterian church of Los Angeles.
He presented "Christ" to the girls in a personal way and
-pointed out that He is the most respected man among all
classes that history has ever known. •Miss Lela Reynolds
sang "Resignation" which carried out the thought of the address.
(Continued on page 35)
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ALUMNI
We want to make this deartment a real live wire in the
College paper this year and we feel it could be made more
interesting to its readers if the members of the Alumni themselves would take a more active interest and send in any material they think would be interesting for publication. We as
college students are not always able to keep in touch with all
of the graduates without their co-operation.
Olive Wright, '11, has accepted a position in the Holtville
High School in the departments of Vocal Expression and
Physical Culture.
Burtis Healton, '10, has taken a claim at Manzamar, California, and is expecting to improve some of that region.
Austin Marshburn, '10, and wife, have left Whittier and
located in Yorba Linda, California, where they have purchased
a ranch
Henry Whitlock '13, has joined the U. S. C. Glee Club and
is a member of the male quartette of that institution.
Hazel Cooper, '12, has a position as private secretary to the
superintendent of public instruction in Fresno this' year.
Olema Reese, '09, has returned to Whittier after a most enjoyable visit with friends and relatives in Indiana.
Retta Cook, '05, is visiting in Ohio and other eastern states.
Cora Scheurer, '10, is teaching in the high school at San
Jacinto this year.
Samuel Picket, '11, who graduated from Haverford College
last year, has accepted a position in the Actuary Department
of the Hartford Life Insurance Company at Hartford, Conn.
ALUMNI
Letters from members of the Alumni Association are always,
welcomed by The Acropolis, and we greatly appreciate the
following letter from Miss Mary Cammack, who graduated
from Whittier in 1911 and is now, taking a course in domestic
science at Brooklyn Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y. .'
"My dear friends:
"Here I am back in New York for a second dose of it. I'm
sure getting it with a, vengeance, with work piled up so high
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that I have given up trying to reach the top. In other words,
I thought I was very busy last year, but this year with its
added schedule of 'Practice Teaching' keeps me out of mischief.
On Monday afternoons I rush over to 'Hudson Guild,' N. Y.,
and try to initiate little Irish children into the mysteries of
cooking. The supervisor has hitherto left me to - my own devices, but I'm momentarily expecting her to drop in to see
if I'm teaching just as it should be taught. Then on Thursday p. m. I go to a Polish settlement and teach little children
how to sew. On Saturday a. m. I go to 'Greenpoint Neighborhood House' here in Brooklyn and teach sewing to a 'mongrel'
lot of children. All of our practice teaching is done in the
settlements in New York and Brooklyn, and since the children
are mostly street urchins or closely allied to them, discipline
is not always easy.
"Last year I was simply fascinated with all aspects of New
York. The massive buildings, the hurrying crowd of peoples
from all countries of the world, the historic spots and all other
places charmed me, but this year a good deal of the glamour
has faded away and I'm beginning to see the sordidness of it
all. I long to take these crowded-in city dwellers out into a
cool, woody place where they could see Nature and through
Nature look up to Nature's God.
"Only think, you who can rave and rejoice over those gorgeous western sunsets, there are thousands of people here in
this place who don't know what a sunset would look like.
I've only seen a wee piece of a few as I cross a street going to
supper, and this wee piece is bounded on every side by huge
buildings. I shouldn't count them sunsets at all compared
with the wide extent that can be seen from the dear old college campus almost every evening
"Last Sunday afternoon, although it was raining fitfully,
Willis Graves, whom you all know is here in New York in
the University, came over and we started out on a bum. Since
the 'Puente Hills' were far away we took a steamer and crossed
to Bedloe Island, where the Goddess of Liberty towers up in
all her grandeur, ever welcoming the in-coming foreigner into
this wonderful land of America. We laboriously climbed the
winding stairway until we had reached a place up in her forehead, where a little window affords a view of New York City
and its environs. In chatting about old times and friends of
Whittier, it seemed to bring the past so near that I could
scarcely persuade myself that we were two or three thousand
miles separated.
(Continued on page 37)
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Whittier's championship hopes were again dashed this year,
more by a poor schedule than. any other factor. Our team
may have been over-confident before the Oxy game, but that
was not what lost us the pennant. Our hack field had already
passed the line of best condition, and if we had played Oxy.
when we played Throop, they would have met us at our best.
After the terrific battering we got from the Presbyterians, one
week was entirely too short to get back into condition for
the struggle with Pomona.
Coach Pipal's trick of soaking the field, so that our light line
lost the advantage of quickness in charging, may have been
clever strategy, but we can not quite see that it is square football. Neither, was his ill-timed coaching from the side lines—
th-e umpire was of our opinion there.
Now that the season is over, we have only words of praise
for our men. They are a bunch of clean, square football players, and they battled against heavy odds, and did not quit
until the last whistle blew. That is the best record a team
can make.
OXY 6, WHITTIER 0
On the afternoon of November 1 Whittier met defeat at
the hands of Occidental, but it was an honorable defeat, and
Whittier's fighting eleven made a record for gameness and
square playing. Coach Wilson had figured that, although our
line was greatly outweighed by Occidental, our boys could
take them off their feet by charging quickly. But a couple of
sprinklers soon destroyed that hope. With two inches of mud
on the field, a quick start meant a slip, and so every ounce of
weight counted. But although battered and bruised, our line
fought back gamely till the end, and held Occidental down
till it looked as if neither side could score. The first half ended
with no score and the ball in the middle of the field. In the
third quarter Oxy sent Long in at full, and he was finally able
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to buck the ball through the Purole and Gold line. The game
ended with the ball in the middle of the field, Oxy trying to
kill time and Whittier desperately fighting to get away for
a touchdown.
Whittier's backfield did not show up as well as was expected. As the line could not hold well enough, the backs
were covered practically every time they received the ball.
Finch was out of condition, and though he played hard, he
was not the Finch we saw last year and in the practice game
with Oxy this year, when he rammed through his opponents
without caring for interference or holes. Captain Chambers
was knocked groggy in the first ten minutes, and this demoralized the team work. Brownell's punting was a joy to behold,
especially one punt from Whittier's ten yard line to within
twenty feet of Oxy's goal, but he was so covered by his opponents that he was unable to get started good for his long
ground-gaining end runs. Mason proved himself a star at
gaining ground, and some criticised him for not taking the
ball oftener. He would have showed up even better if he
had not been handicapped by a slippery field.
Oxy's bright star was Sid Foster, and McClung also helped
a lot in Whittier's downfall. Their line was strong, and
Shipkey made our game tackle from Berkeley High, Joe Findlay, feel like he had met somebody. Sydnor claims that Shinkey has the biggest feet he has ever felt, and he felt them walking over him on several occasions.
The game was marked by a noticeable lack of fouling on
Whittier's part. One foul was called for holding, and twenty
yards went in Payment for it. Coach Wilson did not coach
from the side lines, and never has.- He holds the record for
Southern California colleges in this respect.
In the last quarter Long tackled Mason by a flying tackle
and both were struck by Foster. Mason rolled out all right,
but Long was carried off the field with a concussion of the
brain. Whittier is very glad that the accident was no worse
and is glad .to hear he is back in the game again.
In closing,
"It isn't the fact that you're licked that counts;
It's how did you fight, and why."
POMONA 20, WHITTIER 7
As our battle with Pomona took place only one week after
our scrap with the Tigers, our team was still in a badly
crippled condition. Chambers was out with a charley horse and
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Cook with a bruisedhip. Mason was shifted to half and Cammack went in at quarter. Several of the men had injuries
which prevented them from showing up in their earlier form,
while none were entirely recovered from the grilling affair
of the week before.
Pomona did not have any individual stars who greatly exceeded their team mates, but they had an eleven of good hard
players, with almost perfect team work. Their line work was
hard and consistent, and their interference was a puzzler to
solve. A skin end run was their main standby, and they
worked it for gains several times. Their punting was poor
until Clary went in in the fourth quarter.
In the first quarter, Whittier lost the ball on a fumble, and
Pomona slowly but surely forced the ball down the field and
scored their first touchdown, and kicked goal. They repeated
the performance in the escond quarter. At the beginning of
the second half Whittier came back strong and for the third
quarter it looked as if the Poets would tie the score. Brownell
carried the ball forty yards on a forward pass, and Finch
bucked over a touchdown. Cammack kicked goal. The ball
was again worked to the twenty-yard line, and a fake drop
kick was tried. Pomona intercepted the pass, and that chance
was lost.
In the fourth quarter the Sage Hens blocked a punt, the
ball rolled over Whittier's goal line, and Rice fell on it for a
third touchdown. This was enough to discourage any team,
but Whittier fought gamely until the end. Cammack tried
several forward passes, but was unable to make much ground
on them.
Brownell showed up strong in this game. He was our
chief ground gainer and his punting was unexcelled.
Coach Wilson has briefly summed up his opinion of his men
in the followed short, concise statements:tatements:
Captain
Captain Chambers, although handicapped by injuries, played
a hard game. He was not up to his standard in the Oxy game
because of injuries and was not able to go into the Pomona
game.
Brownell, right half, was the best punter and best man for
interference for runner in California. He is a great tackler
and good in running the end.
Bufkin at center did not play a flashy game, but worked hard
all the time. He passed the ball well.
Lewis played a steady, consistent game at right guard,
though always pitted against a heavier man.
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Stone at the other guard was always fighting as hard as lie
could.
ydnor at right tackle was very aggressive, though usually
playing against men who were twenty to. forty pounds heavier.
Findlay at left tackle played a good game for his first year,
and should be better in another year.
Douglas at end was a good tackler. He is a little slow, but
with increased speed and weight he will make a fine end for
next year.
Cook at end, though somewhat handicapped by injuries,
played a hard game. He is a good man at blocking the secondary defense man.
Mason at quarter played a fine game, and his spirit helped
greatly to keep the fellows working hard.
Finch at full back was strong on straight line plunges and
in forward passing.
Cammack at end and quarter played a good steady game,
and in another year will play even better.
Elliott Chambers charged hard and often tackled the opponent for a loss. He should make the varsity next year.
Palmer is also a hard charged, and with this year's experience will make a strong bid for a varsity position next year.
Swindler with little, experience worked hard and his efforts
proved that he will be a valuable man next year.
Newlin at end, half, and full was a valuable man.
Jordan was a willing worker and with a gain in weight will
make a record for himself in another year.
Reese, Butler, Robbins, Sams, Bruce Douglas, Gifford. Taber and all others who were so loyal in their support on the
field are deserving of much credit and with the experience of
this year some of them will make strong men for the coming
year.
Whittier is assured of at least two selections on the all-stars of California—Mason at quarter and Finch at full—, and many are of the opinion
that Whittier is entitled to three, with Brownell holding down a half.
While McClung is a nervy chap and a great player, his old injury kept
him from measuring up to the form displayed by Brownell, and the idea
of placing him at full as Bird of the "Times" wished to do, is as absurd
as his placing Jones at guard.
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JUNIOR-SENIOR HIKE
On the evening of October 17, forgetful of all class prejudice, the Juniors and Seniors, laden with well filled baskets,
wended their way toward the "cabin in the hills." Beneath
the shadows of the flickering gas lights the hungry crowd
seated themselves around the well-loaded table of edibles, and
after all calls for coffee and sandwiches had ceased, amusing
stories were told and jest after jest went the rounds. An interesting feature of the evening was the telling of characteristiç negro anecdotes by Prof. Boyce. As the moon peeped
over the hills, Brownie and Mike brought out their ukuleles
and all joined in the many songs—terminating in the Alma
Mater.
As the crowning event of the football victory in the "practice" game with the Occidental Tigers, the students gathered
in the evening on top of the ceelbrated "Fire Hill," where the
gclden blaze of the bonfire united with the purple—the royal
feeling of mastery of the students—in giving a practical demonstration of the "Whittier Football Spirit." Enthusiastic
speeches were made by Coach Wilson, Manager Hunt, Captain Chambers, and various members of the varsity squad and
student, body. After refreshing the victory rooting throats
with punch and wafers—served by the college girls—a final
rehearsal of the college football songs and yells was given
in an enthusiastic support of 'Our Team."
LATIN SOCIAL
On the evening of October 15 the Latin department with
the Virgil class as hosts, in honor of the birthday of Virgil,
set sail with Aeneas and landed on the shores of Libya (i. e.,
the gravel pit behind the college), where the hosts entertained
their guests 'with a most enjoyable and appropriate program
as they gathered about the huge bonfire. The program was
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followed by a bounteous banquet served in a style to delight
the heart of every true Roman. The venison was plentiful,
the olive was in prominent evidence, and the juice of the grape
flowed freely. After a jolly three hours was spent the noble
S. P. Q. lifted their voices in the familiar "Gaudeamus Igitur,"
extinguished the embers, and went their way rejoicing, except
in the case of certain "juvenes" whose shoulders ached from
inexperience in reclining at the feast.
Y. W. C. A. TEA
Miss Howard of Berkeley Way, assisted by the Senior girls,
was hostess to the girls of the College Friday, October 14,
from 3:00 to 5:00 p. m., in the first of a series of Y. W. C. A.
teas, which are to be given every month to promote the social
life among the girls. Several ladies, friends of the College,
contributed in the art of conversation, and musical numbers
were given by the Misses Buck and Jessup. After tea was
served, the girls expressed their anticipation of the benefit to
be derived from these social gatherings.
CLUB GIRLS ENTERTAIN
On Thursday evening, October 23, the boys on reaching
the cottage dining hall by ones, twos and threes, perceived
that something unusual was brewing. The dining hail was
dark and no sound of bell invited them to the accustomed repast. Instead, there stood in the doorway of the reception
room beautifully attired maidens to welcome the young men.
into the room where others received them with ease and grace.
The boys were at first a bit abashed because of the unfavorable
comparison of dress, but such feelings were soon lost in the
general jollification When the doors leading to the dining
hail were opened a beautiful sight greeted the guests' eyes.
One long table, handsomely decorated with autumn leaves,
flowers, gruesome-faced pumpkins, and candle chandeliers, had
been arranged. The order of sitting was found by place cards.
From each plate a thread leading to a small pumpkin was at
tached to a peanut shell in which was contained the fortune
of the drawee. These were written in rhyme and like every
other feature of the occasion were very creditable. After the
supper, which was served by the girls in turn, stories and ghost
tales furnished an abundance of fun. At fitting time all were
initiated into the kitchen where a lively candy pulling took
place. This over, Alma Mater was sung, and he well-ordered
party ended.
(Continued on page 39)
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As we, the official cribber and dispenser of brickbats and
bouquets for the staff, take our position before our typewriter,
we find at our left hand the following exchanges, for all of
which we are duly thankful:
University Life, Friends University.
The Earihamite, Eariham College.
The Pleides, Fullerton High School.
The Sentinel, Whittier State School.
The Junior Republic, California George Junior Republic.
The Penn Chronicle, Penn College.
The Corral, Simmons College.
The Franklin, Franklin College.
The Occidental, Occidental College.
The Item, Pasadena High School.
The Crescent, Pacific College.
The Spectrum, University of Redlands.
The Cardinal and White, Whittier Union HighSchool.
And The Western Collegian.
We also have in our pocket the written promises of several
more.
Penn College was fortunate enough recently to have the
famous Ben Greet Players present "The Comedy of Errors"
for them.
Friends University is having some noteworthy successes on
the gridiron this year.
The addition of a girls' department to the Whittier Sentinel
makes that paper more interesting and broader.
The Earihamite has a very interesting article on the Parsis
of Bombay in the November number.
• The Pleides is a novelty and original—too original in fact.
Fullerton High School is trying the Junior College idea.
University Life suggests that college editors should "open
a column of their paper for the purpose of giving the students
an opportunity to express themselves concerning the welfare
of the school in general."
The Spectrum is running a "Late News" column for "justbefore-going-to-press" items.
An Occidental man, Mr. Sam Pritchard, had the good fortune to land one of the California Rhodes Scholarships in the
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recent examinations. Congratulations, Mr. Pritchard, and
Occidenfal.
The Item seems to have a unique condition; it simply rolls in
an abundance of good material.
The editor of the Occidental asks us why we don't try the
weekly paper idea. Give us time, Oxy, we'll come to it by and
by—next year perhaps. However, it will probably be a new
one, as we prefer to keep the Acropolis to handle the monthly
and annual business.
The Western Collegian is a great idea that will make a
place for itself if the Southwestern schools will give it the
proper support. Let's do our best, fellows (and girls).
RHODIAN COUNCIL.
Interest in the debating council is growing. The work of
this year has been very good and the drill the men are getting
bids fair to give Whittier some strong debaters this year.
Vital questions have been discussed, such as the abolishing
of the senate, the effect of the Boy Scout movement on international peace, the advantages of an arts course in college
before specializing and other such questions that give the debater and the listeners some real benefit.
The council has some vacancies in its membership, and invitations will be extended to other men to join.
An open meeting is being contemplated to give the student
body an idea of what the club is doing in developing interest
in debate.
ATHENAEUM.
The literary society has had some good programs the past
two months. Musical numbers, readings, book reviews, and
extemporaneous speeches have added interest to the meetings.
Much good talent has been shown along these various lines,
and Athenaeum is the institution to develop our literary abilities in a public way.
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WOES OF THE PRODIGAL CUTTER
In springtime, when the air is warm,
A young man's thoughts fly toward the Dorm.
How can he calmly sit in class
And hear the merry couples pass?
What cares he for church Hist'ry then,
Or even Economics, when
Out on the campus down below
He sees them strolling to and fro?
Their care-free laughter makes him sore
And all his lessons are a bore;
The lectures never were so dry
As when the cases wander by.
The afternoon is worst of all—
The cheery campus seems to call.
In Chemistry his poor head whirls;
He longs for campustry and girls.
If so unpleasant, why's he there?
Alas, he has no cuts to spare—
He used them all within a week
And now he is too mad to speak
When through the window, open wide,
He sees his best girl side by side
With some poor, skinny, pie-faced mutt,
Who very wisely saved a cut.—Ex.
Ham: His was a dark, dark fate.
And: What happened?
Ham: He was swallowed up in the night.—Ex.
In Physics: What is a vacuum?
Freshman: Er-er-shucks, I have it in my head, but I can't
seem to get hold of it.
Judge: You say the defendant turned and whistled to the
dog. What followed?
Witness: The dog.—Ex.
Miss Tomlinson: A high forehead indicates great brains.
Buff: Gee, I must have a lot.
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WANTED: To know what kind of chewing gum will hold
its flavor on the bedpost over night. (Signed) Sheddy Newlin.
Prof. Muchmore: How would you restore one who has
fainted?
Edna Stone: Why, rub his stomach.
Mason: I will lose $100 if I am not in Frisco in 1915.
Marie: I have a more important affdi than that scheduled
for 1915.
Miss Tomlinson (in Vocal Expression): Lucile, what are
you working on now?
Lucile: I am working on "A Place for Boys."
Bruce went to the ball game.
Erma: My, it seems lonesome around here. Everybody's
gone to the Pomona game.
Ruf: Say, that Miss Peachtree is pretty fast, isn't she?
Tuf: Fast! Why she just told me that she had covered
five laps this evening.—Ex.
A: Smith's some stingy man.
B: Yes?
A: He was dying last week when the thought of giving
up the ghost caused him to recover.—Ex.
Stude: How long has Stone played football?
Giff: Six feet five.
Joe Nick: What is your definition of a lie?
Bruce: I haven't any.
Joe: It is an abomination unto the Lord and a present
help in the time of trouble.
Stage-hand: They say this tragedy is very sad.
Super: Yes, at the first performance even - the seats were
in tiers.—Ex.
In History: Why were the Middle Ages called Dark Ages?
Stude: Because there were so many Knights.—Ex.
Mason's Exam. Paper in Bible.
Q. What is the subject matter of the book of Joshua?
A. Deuteronomy.
Q. What was the Ark that the Israelites carries into battle
with them?
A. It was the box that theykept the animals in.
Q. To what does "The Nazarene" refer?
A. To the cutting of hair and the drinking of wine.
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Tender meats of tender age are the only kind that
find admittance to our market. The source of
supply is carefully considered and we buy only
from packers who have earned a high reputation
for the quality of goods they send out.
You will find our prices low enough to please.
Phones 132 and 139
Four City Deliveries Daily.

Beknke's Market Quality guaranteed
Directing your attention to our ANNUAL SALE
, of SWEATERS for men and women, Values of
unusual interest to those who apprecitae the significance of
warmth without weight.
"Everything Outing and Athletic"

C
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214 West Third Street
Los Angelus, Cal.

1.

Special Holiday Goods
USEFUL, ORNAMENTAL
There is no place like an up—todate Hardware Store for useful
as well as ornamental H oh 1 d a y
Gifts. Baking Dishes, Chafing
Dishes, Carving Sets, Cutlery,
Scissors and Shears. Baseball,
Basketball and Football Goods.

Hardware Store
J. G. Pease
112-114 West Philadelphia Street
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First Stude: How near were you to the right answer to the
fifth question?
Second Stude: Two seats away.—Ex.
A Pleasing Expanse: Emmet playing basketball—ex-pants.
Joanna: In Indiana you have a right to anything that
hangs over your fence.
Prof. Boyce: That is rather hard on some fellows.
Miss W.: Do you like Professor Boyce?
Miss H.: Yes, but he gets too Boycetrous sometimes.
Alda: Have you ever seen Jomeo and Ruliet?
She: I want to see Anna Held.
It: Well, go over on Earlham Drive and you can see Anna
held any time.
She: I would like an ice cream sundae.
Sheddy: Remind me later; this is Tuesday.
Miss Tomlinson: How do you pronounce breeches?
Bud. The proper way is trousers. Prof. Muchmore: I believe I have been putting on flesh
since my sickness.
Margaret: Yes, Mother. Daddie is getting quite a high
instep on his stomach.
Stude: What do you see about that girl?
Mason: About $50,000.
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(Continued from page 6)

cently been admitted to the bar, championed the latter plan,
and climbing upon a chair he began dramatically:
"Romans, countrymen, and"—pointing to the couple in the
boat, which had now come to a rest some few hundred yards
from the shore, and nodding his head slyly toward Weston,
he finished—"and lovers! I—" A large handful of sand
caught him in the face and he fell off the chair amid the shouts
of his audience. Jack, who was chatting with Mrs. Edwards,
flushed slightly at the coarse insinuation, but made no reply.
However, Harris' side was successful, and a few minutes
later the crowd headed by Harris started up the rocky beach.
Jack would have like very much to escape, but Lillian Francis
had kept him under surveillance since the subject was mentioned, and finding no suitable excuse he submitted as gracefully as possible.
The day was ideal for such a jaunt. The mist that had hung
over the horizon early in the morning had now risen, revealing
a bright sun, and a cool, stiff breeze blowing in from the ocean
brought with it a refreshing odor. With frequent jesting and
shouts of laughter the trampers made their way over the
rugged rocks, pausing now and then to admire the wonderful
scenery or to chase a crab into a crevice from which it defied
all efforts to dislodge it. Thus the morning quickly passed,
and when all seated themselves upon the rocks to eat the light
lunch of sandwiches which the girls had brought along, Jack,
who had frequently looked out to sea, was perhaps the only
one who had noticed that the wind was blowing stronger and
that the breakers were rolling much higher than they were
earlier in the morning. Almost impatiently he left Lillian
Francis, who was endeavoring to interest him in the details
of a recent play, and climbed upon .a high jutting rock from
which he could obtain a large panorama of ocean.
Suddenly he shouted, "Look!" and pointed across the water.
His companions sprung to their feet and Harris and Joe
Neil, who were nearest him,climhed to the rock beside him.
"What is it?" several asked in accord.
"A boat," cried Jack. "It looks like it were turned bottom
side up and two people were clinging to it." He pointed to
an object which lay out to sea about a mile from the shore,
and which could be seen at intervals as the waves, which were
now rolling with increasing force, raised it upon their white
crests.
"Can it be Julia and Mr. Withers?" suggested Mrs. Edwards
anxiously.
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"I fear so," answered Jack quietly.
"There is another boat at the house," said Neil. "Let's
hurry back and—"
"It's fully three miles back to the house," said Jack. "That
means at least an hour's walk over this rock)iground. I'm
afraid they will need help before we could reach them that
way." And then he said quickly: "I can swim that—there
is a chance—"
"F'orget it, Jack," said Neil, who was an old friend, catching
his shoulder, "you would be committing suicide. Let's get
the boat."
"There's a chance," said Jack again. He had thrown off his
coat and now he stooped quickly to unlace his shoe.
"You fellows"—indicating Harris and Neil—"hurry back and
get the other boat. I'm going to try swimming." He threw
off his shirt and flung it to one side.
Several of the girls were crying, and the faces of the men
as they crowded around him endeavoring to persuade him to
give up his hazardous undertaking were sober and pale.
"You are taking a long chance, Jack," pleaded Neil, "too
long. This is the same old spirit that has always characterized
you, and this time the odds are too big—you can't make it—
it's one chance in a thousand."
"Then that's my chance," answered Jack grimly. He was
now standing on the edge of a large, overhanging rock which
had been hollowed from beneath by the countless assaults of
the ocean, and the waves as they broke against it, seemed to
lap hungrily at his feet. Jack grasped Neil by the hand.
"Hurry with the boat, Joe! Hurry—and good-bye!"
He stood a moment poised for the dive, and then sprang far
out into the churning waves. Knowing the danger of being
dashed against the rocks he dived deep and swam far before
he came to the surface. A shout went up from those on the
rocks as his head appeared. A large wave struck him and once
again he disappeared, battling desperately. Several times it
seemed inevitable that he would be dashed against the rocks,
but each time his powerful arms drew him forward, and thus
struggling, fighting as he had never fought before, he drew
away from the dangerous rocks and waving a last farewell to
the anxious watchers he headed toward the upturned boat,
with his slow, steady, overhand stroke.
(Concluded in the next issue)
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Berry-Grand Theatre
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First show at 7 p.m.
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EDITORIAL---Continued
many of the more skeptical by the excellent manner in which
they served the meals. The juniors advertised their class and
their college, and received many expressions of appreciation
from the visitors. Aside from the fact that they cleared quite
a goodly sum, they feel that they accomplished other things
which cannot be measured by the dollar mark. The class
spirit displayed has bound the class closer together; each
member of the class did his or her assigned task without the
least manifestation of those petty jealousies which so often
mar such undertakings and detract from their success; and
they proved that the word "failure" is not in their vocabulary.

Y. W. C. A.---Continued
After this session the Whittier Board of Trade generously entertained the delegates with their automobiles, and at
5:30 a cafeteria supper was served on the hill back of the college. It was a time of good fellowship and we all sang our
college songs.
Saturday evening the girls invited the public to hear Dr.
E. P. Ryland of Hollywood. Mrs. Spaulding presided at this
meeting and Miss Wear of L. A. Normal sang. Dr. Ryland
has brought many good thoughts to Whittier before, but this
time he spoke on "helping our neighbors" and pointed out
our duties close at hand.
Sunday the delegates were invited to attend the morning
worship at the Friends church, and our pastor, the Rev. McGrew, spoke on the "Woman at the Well." The spirit of the
service was greatly helped by the music that had been provided by Dr. Jessup.
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock the Y. W. had vesper service presided over by Miss Sherman of Berkeley. Miss Bentley
again gave the talk and pictured the importance of using
personal powers for God. During the service the Misses
Wyatt of U. S. C. sang a duet and at the close during a few
moments of silent prayer the faculty quartette of U. C. sang
"Sun of My Soul," which made a fitting benediction to the
spirit of the whole conference.
Of course the conference meant work for the Whittier
girls, but it was all done in a spirit of love and service, so they
do not count it as a labor. They believe it meant as much
to the other girls as to them and that the girls are reawakened
to their opportunities of serving God and that life will be enriched by having met together "in His name."
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To catch Dame Fortune's golden smile,
Assiduous wait upon her;
And gather gear by er'ry wile
That's justified by honor;
Not for to hide it in a hedge,
Nor for a train-attendant;
But for the glorious privilege
Of being independent. Robert Burns
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(Continued from page 12)
"In many ways New York City seems to be quite a 'land
of promise,' in that there are so many opportunities to see and
hear wonderful things. The art exhibits and the museums
are certainly wonderful. In the Metropolitan one could s!-)end
days at a time and not see or appreciate half of its wonderful
collection.
"The churches, too, are wonderful. We have had the opuortunity of hearing Henry Van Dyke, Dwight Hillis, Hugh
Black and others of fame. I went one Sunday to the Little
Church Around the Corner, which I had always heard so much
about. It is the quaintest church imaginable, but is High
Episcopal, so I didn't apreciate the services as much as I
might, because I didn't understand them. I usually attend the
Friends Church here in Brooklyn, as it seems 'homier' to me
and is only about two squares from where I room
"How I should like to engineer a personally-conducted party
of Whittierites through the slums of New York City, past
some of the palatial residences of the aristocrats, and then over
to Ellis Island, where new citizens in the formative stage are
thronging into our America, and I should like to hear you all
express your opinion. I dare say that you would all vote that
California was the best place yet, in spite of the fascination
and glamour of this, our largest city.
"Another thing I heartily vote for is the small college and
its influence. Here in the Institute there are about four thousand enrolled. We only get acquainted with a very few peoole.
There is a lack of sym)athy between students and teachers,
and I feel sometimes as though this was a great machine,
giinding and grinding, getting rid of individual traits and making one general clas of products. Then there is no s ecial
religious influence. We have chapel, but this isn't corn ?ulsory,
and just a few faithful souls drift in when work doesn't nress
too hard. All the grand, elevating, insoiring influence that is
exerted upon the men and women in Whittier College, not
only by the Y. M. and Y. W. C. A.'s, but by having a grand
man as our president, is something worth being thankful for.
And I dare say few have left the halls of the College without
feeling a glow in her or his heart for the little sermons that
Prof. Muchmore always tucked into his class work, and which
always helped somuch. Oh! I tell you, I'm sure a l-iyal so)porter of small colleges in general and Whittier College in
particular.
"The students at the College in the nast two years have
probably shifted considerably and the faculty has also changed,
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but I'm sure there is that same striving towards a perfect
whole, as in the past. My best wish is for the grand success
of the College' in every way. And my sincere desire is that
her men and women as they go out into the world may carry
with them the principle that Pres. Newlin has instilled in us
—that we 'Build our house by the side of the road, where we
can be a friend of man.'
"Very sincerely,
"MARY E. CAMMACK,
"67 St. James Place, Brooklyn, N. Y."

C o l lege Students
will find our big store crowded with Christmas suggestions: nifty, appropriate, and
inexpensive.

New Department
Pure Fresh Candies at popular prices, which means a
better quality at a less price
than you usually pay.

Myers Brothers
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SOCIAL FOOTBALL GAME
Complimentary tickets were issued by the Freshman class
challenging the Sophomores to a final clash in a progressive
social football game to be called at 8 p. in. Friday, October 21.
The first quarter was played at the home of Mary Coffin,
Earlham Drive. Here the "kickoff" occurred with the ball
being sent into the air, spreading the Freshman colors and
resulting in an enthusiastic demonstration of loyalty from the
rooting section. During "time out" the water boy refreshed
the players with punch.
By a "forward pass" the second quarter was begun at the
home of Hilda Hickman, North Painte!- avenue, resulting in a
score of 6-0 in favor of the Sophomores. At the end of this
quarter the players changed goals, and continued the game at
the home of Hazel Wallace on South Painter avenue. Here
the referee's decision of the "full through center" play was
warmly questioned, but peacefully settled.
The last quarter was played on the first field, and here the
Sophomores were penalized by a reading given by Captain
Mason. The opposing teams joined in the victory songs and
yells, and the Alma Mater united them in a final victory.
FOOTBALL BANQUET
The annual banquet to the football team was given by the
student body at the dining room of the girls' dormitory Tuesday evening, November 25, at 7 o'clock. Ropes of smilax,
from which footballs were suspended, were a part of the decorations and the college colors, purple and gold, were used on
the tables in profuse boquets of violets which blended harmoniously with golden candle shades. Place cards were in the
shape and color of a football, and were laced with purple
ribbons.
Following a very delightfully arranged dinner the following toasts were responded to:
Off Side,
Flying Tackle,
Mrs. Paul Todd.
Coach Wilson.
Safety,
Holding,
Mr. Jack D'Aule.
Anna Arnold.
Tripping,
Coaching from the Side Lines,
Manager Hunt.
President Newlin.
Interlocked Interference,
Captain Chambers.
"Referee" Perry made a splendid toastmaster, and the
speeches were very appropriate and much enjoyed by those
present.

